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Tuning and stealing

Main strategies for building more complicated NNs: Tuning meta
parameters and stealing architectures.



Convolutional neural networks

I Mostly applied in image analysis and text/speech data analysis
I A strategy for autogenerating more informative input nodes

when the data has a spatial/temporal structure
I Variables (e.g. pixels) close to each other are "analyzed" jointly
I Ends with "flattening" these new features and performing

"classical" NN learning



What we did today

1. Built machines from scratch
2. Built machines using logistic regression

2.1 Tried out different performance metrics (accuracy, AUC)

3. Built neural networks
3.1 Wide ones

3.2 Deep ones

3.3 Some using dropout

3.4 Some using dropout tuned on data

4. ... and, hopefully, understood the general ideas of what we
were doing along the way
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How did we do it?



What we didn’t do today

I Identify risk factors: We can’t tell the oncologists what to
measure on their patients to best predict survival.

I Compute p-values/confidence intervals: We don’t know
how certain our results are.

I Investigate causal relationships: We don’t know what
causes some patients to die sooner than others.

⇒ Deep learning is great for classification. But consider whether
this is what you need.
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Machine learning limitations: Classification is “easy”,
but. . .



Deep learning use cases

Examples in the wild:

I Apple’s virtual assistant, Siri, uses DL for speech recognition

I The voice of Amazon’s virtual assistant, Alexa, is generated by
use of DL

I Google’s virtual assistant uses DL for spoken language
identification

I Google Image Search uses DL for labeling images

I Automatically adding color to black/white photos



A clever way to get labels for images



Deep learning use cases: Let there be color!



Deep learning use cases on PubMed
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Machine learning limitations: Garbage in, garbage out



Want to use ML for more crowd sourced research?

Kaggle comptetitions: kaggle.com, DREAM Challenges: dreamchallenges.org,
Project Data Sphere: projectdatasphere.org

kaggle.com
dreamchallenges.org
projectdatasphere.org


That’s it!

Thank you for participating!

Further questions or feedback welcome now or at ahpe@sund.ku.dk.

ahpe@sund.ku.dk

